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Introduction

Recorded Future is continually collecting and analyzing information from all over the internet to deliver

the largest commercial security intelligence repository available.  From this, Recorded Future creates

frequently updated lists of high risk, malicious Indicators of Compromise (IOCs).  These IOCs are

delivered via STIX/TAXII and can be ingested as Watchlists within ESM, one for each IOC type(i.e., IP’s,

URL’s, Hash and Domains).

These watchlists can then be correlated against internal telemetry for threat detection. When potential

threats are discovered, Recorded Future can further assist with triage by providing additional context,

such as  indicator Risk Score and the associated evidence.

Please note that this configuration represents a basic integration setup.  Fine tuning of both the risk

indicators ingested and the associated detection rules can result in a more efficient and

organization-specific security posture.

Requirements

● ESM version 10.3 and higher

● ESM Cyber Threat Module

● Access the Recorded Future Taxii server at https://api.recordedfuture.com/taxii/

● Recorded Future API Access via an integration subscription
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Configuration

1. Create a “Cyber Threat Feed”

2. Connect to the TAXII Server
○ Server: https://api.recordedfuture.com/taxii/
○ Basic Authorization
○ Username: Can be anything here
○ Password: valid Recorded Future API Token
○ Collection Name: “ip_full” for IP Collection, “domain_full” for domains,

“hash_full” for hashes and “url_full” for URLs

3. Schedule the collection, default is every two hours
○ Pull Frequency: “Every So Many Minutes”
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○ Trigger Rate: 2 Hours

4. Map to watchlist. We recommend creating a new watchlist to age out duplicate
data.

5. The watchlists should have indicative names representing the threat intelligence
source and IOC type, whilst also selecting the associated Indicator type.

Values must be set to expire in a timeframe relative to the frequency of the Cyber
Threat Feed, i.e if you are pulling data every 1 hour then ensure the data is timed
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out every hour. This prevents excessive data consumption on ESM whilst also
maintaining relevant high quality intelligence and rich content.

Name of the watchlist should be detailed and specific:
○ Set “Static”
○ For IP

■ Type: “IP Address”
■ Indicator Type: “IPv4”

○ For Domain
■ Type: "Domain"
■ Indicator Type: “Fully Qualified Domain Name”

○ For Hash
■ Type: "Hash"
■ Indicator Type: "MD5"

Or
■ Indicator Type: “SHA256”

○ For URL
■ Type: "URL"
■ Indicator Type: "URL"
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Output: Watchlists
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Output: Cyber Threat Indicators

Conclusion

There are many elements of the data which may well require further explanation from the analyst's

perspective. For example, to gain a better understanding around the scores and risk rules, it’s advisable

to visit the support panel on the Recorded Future platform. The following links will provide insight into

scoring mechanisms, terminology and integration application specifics (a login to the Recorded Future

portal is required to access these pages). Additionally there is a wealth of information that is maintained

and updated regularly around threat intelligence which is well worth the time and consideration.

https://support.recordedfuture.com/hc/en-us/articles/115004303128TAXII-service

https://support.recordedfuture.com/hc/en-us/articles/360062518313STIXTAXIICollection-Use-Cases

https://support.recordedfuture.com/hc/en-us/articles/115000897208Risk-Scoring-in-Recorded-Future

https://support.recordedfuture.com/hc/en-us/articles/360051212654Support-at-Recorded-Future

Should support be required please email support@recordedfuture.com or use this online form; our teams

will respond to any concerns or queries promptly.
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